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The Vice-Chancellor, Fe 
University, Ladies and Gent 

:flow sc 
lemen. 

holars, Students of this @eat 

It is i3 great pleasure and hon~ur  for-me to give this Inaugural 
Lecture. I believe it is the second one to be given by a Professor from 
the Faculty of Environmental Design and Management since.it was 1 
established as a Faculty seventeen years ago. The topic ofmy'lecture 1 
is "Some Illusions of Urban/lndustrial Paradigm of Development". 1 

Printed by 
Obafernr ~ w o l a w o  University Press Ltd. 

Ile-we, Nigeria. 

ective s 
levelopn 

".. 

The motivation for my iut ell se interest in the urbanlindustrial 
paradigm of development was provided by a feeling that policy makers 
in Nigeria and other developing countries face tremendous problems 
in formulating e 6  patial investment strategies aimed at 
ficilitating regional c lent because ofthe paucity of data relating 
to spatial perfbrmance or me economy and the effectiveness of crucial 
development mechanisms. This lecture constitutes a major input I 
havc made in unravelling and illuminating the propositions of the urban/ 
industrial paradigm of development, identifying in the process the 
basic illusions which have questioned its general applicability and thus 
provoking a search for an alternative paradigm. Afterall, no 
development strategy can h c t i o n  more efficiently than its basic 
assumptions and working propositions upon which it is structured. 

For the 1 
re becol 

last five 
me incr - .  

decades developing countries, including Nigeria 
hat easingly interested in problems of regional 
de~Cl"~mF;.~t. IBIS growing and widespread interest in the spatial 
dimension of development has been attniuted to the followbng firctors: 
The fist factor is the belief in the usellness of regional development 
planning as an instrument for promoting national' development. The 
second factor stems fiom the emergence of regiohal problems and 1 I 
inequalities and the political a d  social coasequmcas associated with 

I their persistence (Mabopje ,  1978a. p. 3). Regional problems have 
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" '~ERIA 1 and Sapele are national ports while Benin City was the admi*l,str;t!l\ ,: I 

Capital .of the Old Bendel State. It is thus possible to contrast and I 
compare the spatial impacts in more than one urban centre. I 

sor IF DATA I 

I 
The data for this lecture derived fiom two main sources. The 1 

primary data were collected in a questionnaire survey. The second 1 

type ofdata consisted ofindustrial directoriespublished by the Statistics 

Division, Ministry of  cono on of Bendel State. I ~ i c  Deve lopment 

REGIONAL PROBLEMS IN NIGERIA 

Smce the late fiflies, successive Niger 

emphasised the need 

ian govc 

to acce llerate th 

st of this 
.._ ;. 

le rate o nic anct 

:ffo1t 11;1! 
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social 

; beer1 development. A c m  I 

the' promotion of inaustria~isation tnrougn a poi~cy-or 1 1 1 1 p 0 1 1  
I 

j substitution, eiport I ~n and by the esti ystcm 

of economic and physical dastructure. In these ettort s, 

no explicit policies on the spatial distribution of manufac 

have been adopted. This trend has generated many regiclual ulvvrulla. 

These are as follows: I 
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of Ecor (a) Disparities in the Geographical Distribution 
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growth of the 1 
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statistic! 
NT AREAS 

\CENTRES 1 Available nmercia' I and inc s on cor 
I 

rlv 1 Map or tieriael ?rare snowang 1.qco1 ~ a v t .  
oreos and the mopr urban lndusillol centres. 

country indicate the continuous concentration or maustrial activities 1 ' in fw clusters.. There are four of such  lusters namely: (See F ig. 2). 
I (i) Lagos Metropolitan, Abeokura and Ibadan Areas. 

(ii) Port-Harcourt, Aba, Enugu and Onitsha Axis. 

(iii) Kano;Xa,duna, Zaria md Jos Axis. 

(iv) Benin, Sapele and Warri Cluster. 'Ihese four areas of urban/ 
industrial clusters alone account for over 65% of the national 
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. rm and b r a  

' .  1976. 1 

total of establishment,s in. the country. 

(b) D&rable from the two prob1i:rns discussed atiolt is y* tmotbm 
problem of income differential between urban and' nzral areas 
caused by the limited opportunities in nual areas. This nual 
urban income gap has resulted in r?iral urban migration. 

Although there is concentration of economic activities and social 

mfi-astructure in urban areas, unfortunately, the employment generation 

capacity of urban centres is not capable of absorbing all immigrants. 

The most serious of the repercussio ms are UI .ban unemployment, urban 
I 

diseconomies, migration of factor iuputs. rural depopulation especiafly 

env 
the 
I I I . ~ ~  

ironmeu 
cou11 try 

. . 

of soci; 
ocial am 

the younger and more vigorous elements. 
1 ( c )  Regional disparities in the provision es and in 

1 tal quality. The distribution of SI enities in 
sliows a concentration of these a ; in a few 

i ,,,arl centres and State capitals to tlie total neglect ofthe rural 

BROADLINES OF ENQLJIRY 

ln seek 
.... 3: .... 

carnine the spread effect efficacy of urbanli I 
yaraalgm or aeve~oyment, I have focussed my research on three major 
urban/indut;trial ct 'Benin ( 1 
earlier. 

ows: 
-4 dl 

:ity. War ri and Si 

An urban industrial growth centre ~aradigm (model) is used as the 
theoretical ji-amework and the nature,'patte~n and periodicity of linkage 
between the urban industrial centres of Benin City, Warri and Sapele 
and their backward rural regions is examined to establish whether 
growth in such regions is enhanced or limited by the rapid development 1 bfthe major centres. In this connection the broad questioni asked 

1 are as foil' 

1. What. was LUG myact of urban industrial concentration on the 
.spatial distribution o nic development and prosperity in 



the Old Bendel State. In this cotmectim mampts win be made 
to examine how far the benefits from urban industrial 
development have accrued to all areas and how fiir they W- 

concentrated in the urban areas. Attempts will be made 'to 
ascertain w h d a  +he bene&s fiom.;rban-~ndust.d developmat 
were as wban-biased as industrial development itself. 

2. What evidence is there to establish the notion that the benefits 
of economic development and development impulses are 
spreading fiom the urban centres into the rural areas. If 
economic development and prosperity do spread outwards from 
urban centres and are influenced by the Eriction of distance, then 
over time it might be expected that some pattern of socio- 
economic gradient may develop in which the highes: level of 
development might be found in the urban centre and the lowest 
levels in the distant rural periphery. Evidence will be sought to 

)rt such a gradient and the spread ofbenefits fiom economic 
opment and prosperity into the rural areas in Bendel State. 

wing the discussion of thl 
; for industrial and regic: 

ese issue 

jnal dev~ 

:s, I will draw out policy 

elopment. This will be 

considered fi-om the positive and normative viewpoints and attempts 

will be mad !est policies in tl. let light a ,f the empirical findings. 

THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The Concept of Paradigm 

The concept ofparadigm has been defhedby Kuhn (1075, p. 5) as 
universally recognized scienthc achievements that for a time provide 
model problems and solution to a community of practitioners". 

Harvey( 1979, p gees a. paradigm as a set of concepts, 
categories, relationslup ma methods which are generally accepted 
throughout bya community at a given time. EsskntiaHy tkcrefbre a 
p a r d i g  comprises a set of facts principles, procedure, concepts and 
theories. It offers an important fiammork for verifying what is and 

what not a faa in a field of enquiry. 
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Th8.t mdus wth should be spatiaq r d  and 1 
concentrated in urban centres is not a uniquely Nigerh puaurnenon. I 
Surb imbalances are t6-be found m most developing countries. Indeed 1 
Hirschman(1958, pp. 183- 184) observes that "in a geographical sense, 1 
groWth is necessarily unbalanced" and that "we may take for granted 1 

I 
that economic progress does not appear everywhere at the same time" 1 
an( trong fc ake for I 

ca arting P has tht I 
I 

contended that spatial concentration is an expected and probably a 1 

necessary feature ofgtowtb. process. In this process, there is an implied ~ 
notion that with time there will be -a trend via spread or trickling down I 
&cts towards an equalisation in the economic condition of the various I 

I 
regions (Myrdal, 1957, Hirschman, 1958). 3 % ~  nBtim ofthe spread 1 
of developmental effects emanating fiom unbalanced or pohised I 

spatial development has provided some justification for a polhy of 1 
spatial concentration of economic, industrial and other activities in I 

selected places or growth centres. Spatial concentration is then seen 1 
as an efficient and equitable means of promoting higher levels of I 

development over a much wider geographical area. According to 1 
Beny (1969, p. 288), "growth impulses and economic I 

/ denlopmemt.. . . . . . . trickle down to smaller places and uhimste&,hjl~* 1 
dyn 
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The notion of developmental impact on backward nual regions 
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of uloan/industria1 concentiiition is rooted in the urban industrial 
growth Centre paradigm (model). It is thus appropriate that the model 
should provide the main theoretical and conceptual framework within 
which to examine the spatial developme~al impact of urban indust~ial 
concentration in our study areas. The background and the main 
propositions of the growth pole/growth centre model have been 
extensively discussed elsewhere (Darwent, 1969). Only a brief 
examination of the main propositions that are germane to this lecture 
is attempted here. 

I 
leadership with keen anticipation of trends in their sc 

i other associated industriesfDarwent, 1969, p. 204; Boud 
906,  p. 

112; Beyers, 1974, p. 204; Lasuen, 1969). This notion ot propulsive 
h i s  synonymous with the ' 
hdamental features of pro] 

I 

lead fim 
pulsive o 
I .~.  

1' idea of 
kr lead fi 

'Ericksor 
rm have 

1(19?2): 
be& ide 

Three 
ntified: 

(a) A high degree of aomance. 

(b) Iutensive linkage with other firms 
(c) Large size. 

The growth pole model was first propounded.by Perroux (1950 
p.  95), in an effort to comprehend .the processes by. whicl 
developmental impulses are transmitted throughout the economy. He 
defined growth poles as foci or centres in abstract space '%om which 
centrihgal forces emanate and to which centripetal forces are attracted. 
Each centre being a centre of attraction an1 ts proper 
field which is set in the fields of other cenl otes that 
growth does not appear everywhere all at once. 11 appears according 
to him, ''in points poles with variable intensities, it 
spreads along dive 1 with varying terminal effects for 
the whole of the econorny. 

These firms are said to achieve faster growth than others and this 1 
growth has a cumulative dominating effect. This enables the oropulsive 1 
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bominar 
growth and 
"dominance consists or meverslble or partii 
exercised by one unit upon another. An econ 
effect by reason of its dimension, its negotiating screngcn, me name 
of il y or because it 1 : ~f don: 
Dar 369, p. 7) has aq acquires 
d o m m u ;  over others if it suppues ov-/o of their inputs ana ouys 
60% of thei 

basic cc 
. Han! 
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Essentially, Pen-oux's rrns, 'industries and their 
sectoral relationships C O ~ C G ~ V G U  LLL non-spatial. entit;- m e  growth 
pole was basically an abstract economic notion whic ~sociated 
with the propulsive linkages among firins and indus 

focus w 
,,.k .,.A :.. 
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;h was a! 
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fi Key nullon III LUG ~ I U  WLJJ ~ U I G  UIUUGI 13 the propulwe tmn lhts 

notion stems fiom Perroux's claim that economic growth flourishes 
at certam-poles fiom where the growth is diffused. Propulsive or lead 
firms play important roles in this dfision. Propulsive firms have 
been defined as those industries which exertodirect and indirect 
dominating influence on all other activities. They also opwate in 
oligopolistic conditions and are m a position to combine price 

r output! 
4 
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Dominance can oe clearry unaerstooa oy reference to the co---, .- 

of backward and forward linkage .effects. are imp 

( mechmisms for the operation of dpmhmce. 
These 

I Backward and forward linkages are important because they provide I 
" dmmels through which direct and indirect idlumces of the propulsive 1 I I 



or dominant firms and industries are transmitted The hfhiences that 
am important for dmelopment are those that are g e n e d e  of 
innovations. Perroux's interest in the leadin5 industry's capacity to 
adopt bmovations as an ionportant catalyst for further growth, is 
perhaps an offkhoot of the M e n c e  of Schumpeterian'll~othesis. 
lbis hypothesis postdates that the critical deterndnant factors for 
economic developmt lie in the level of enterpreneurial inncwations. 
The adoption and diffusion of innovations is thus ari important concept 
of the Growth Pole Theory. 

DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION! 

; may 'br 
n the ecc 
&I.- ,.a,.- 

Development has been defmed as innovation diffusion process, 
leading to the structural transformation of the entire social system 
(Friedmum, 1973, p:43). It can also be argued that fiom the economic 
point of view, inurnations : described as the promotion of 
innovations in the sectors i onomy. It can be deduced in this 
way that development and h~ .Yvption of innovation is an integrated 
process The introduction and extart of acceptanceis crucial to the 
rate of growth of thdse sectors that adopt the innovations. 

mova 
jnal char 
ficant sl 

The cor x s  bf innovations for linked industries are increased 
producthi gh the reduction of costs, or a significant increase 
in output. ~tions may occur either through technological 01 
organisatit lges. The impact of such innovative impulses leads 
to a signi mctural transformation in the economy. This 
transformation is a critiasl distinction between growth and 
development (Friedmm, 1g73). It can th&efore be argued that the 
development process is a result of innovation adoption and dfision. 
The way in which, and degree to 
technology and innovation has bee] 
fhctors (Thomas, 1972, p. f x h  

f i e  relative size. 

,,, Its growth rate. 
(c) Its liquidity position. 

which, 
n said to 

a f i t m ~  
depend 

respond3 
on the f 

(d) Anticipated profitability of the ne 

(e )  The age of its management. 

An important conclusion on Perroux's hypothe& is that it was 
mainIy focussed on economic development in organkational and 
industrial spaces, with emphasis pn the-level of growth of fkms and 
industries, 
in the proc 

I forces o , their mt 
cess. 

er relatic nd the p~ 

I The growth pole model has been used as an instmew for 
regional development policies. The basis of this policy is the belief 
that a growth pole contains propulsive firms which are members of 
key industries. These industries are the growth-inducing dynamo of 
the growth poles. Their main features are those of dominance, 
possession of intense linkage relation, and the capacity to generate 
innovations throughout the economy. The linkages between the k m  
within the growth pole result m the high multiplier eficts ifthere is 
any siguficant change m the output of the propulsive or lead firms. 

GROWTH CEN'I , SPACI 

It has been argued earlier that when Perroux developed his theory 
of growth pole, he intended that it would apply to development in 
abstract economic space. But the theory has been adapted and has 
now come to be applied mainly in .a regional context, that is in 

I geographical space (Hermansen, 1972, p. I 73). Hermansen observes 
I that the reasons fol  graphical focus r this get are as fc 

uTing du 
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(a) 'Economic ac c e s m  takes pli a1 space. 
Organisatio~al auu ,industrial changes m ~uncuunal space 
OCCU ring economic growth can be pr~ into and 
mani nselves in geographical space'. 

(b) AU economic activities including the dominant and propulsive 
i 
1 industries have locations at a given point in time. Just as the 

growth of these firms may generate cumulative difbentiations 
and clusterings in functional spaces, a similar cumulative 
differentiations and clustering may take place in geographical space. 
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Boudeville ( 1966) was the firs to conceptualise the notion of 
growth pole in a spatial or geographical context. He argued that 
economic space is an application of economic variables on or m 
geogra~hical mace though a mathematical transfornlation which 
descr c process. 

will naturally spread or d f i s e  outward into the less 
dwell lagging regions witho ~ r t h e r  
mducc om planning authorities. fing to 
Hirscluuauu, once growth takes a firm nola on one 
part ofthe national territory, it 4 y sets in 1 

certain forces that act on mainint 
(H[irschman, ,1958). However, tnere is no agreement 
thasthe beneficial effects of spread are all that occur. 
Many have argued that two sets of opposing forces 

a in'motion by a propulsive lamely 
read ar positive effects: (1 :gative 

oped or 
ement fi 
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ut any 1 
Accor! 
1 1 1  

ibes an f 3bviousl: 
the re 
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notion 
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or geographical orientation by Boudeville is now generafly known as 
the growth centre model or paradigm. It retains a number of the 
propositions in the growth pole model but is explicitly conceived whhio 
a Euc nsen (1972, p. 269) hasp an operational 
defini I centre as: 

"a cornplex consisting of one or more communities or 
places which taken together, provide or are likely to 
urovide a range of cultural. social, emulovment, trade 

ociated 

are sel 

(a:, spl - 
: growth 

)) backw 
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ash or 11 c 
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ace. Ha 
I growth 
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and ! 
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service 
rland." 
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its ass1 : has ,dt 

nerated 
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:xp an si o 
I and dirt . . .  

self and Ma pread eaects as "the e 
mome mtre of economic growtl 
towarus uroer reguns rewtmg in a substantial and sustalnea mcrP-c- 
m demand, incomes, investment and production" (Mabogunje, 1 ( 
The main channels and mechanisms of spread effect transmissio 
the recruitment and wvement of labour, the purchase by industrial 
enterprises of materials and services, industrial linkage (purchase of 
raw materials, subcontracting, marketing linksp and establishment nf 
branch plants). Qthers include the spatial flows of the expenditu 
personal income gmerated by urban industrial centres. These 
the form of purchase of foodstuffs by urban industrial workers, 
remittances and other capital fl strial 
workers to the home origin. 

6l 

Hans 
L uuac 

978). 
n are . * 

en dehes  a growth area xtension of the 
growth centre itself It is the aajolnmg area likely to 

v 
experience residential and employment growth because 
ofproximity to a centre or location between centres". 
m~ hterlands "are the surrounding rural areas which 

~rowth areas for 

.. ands contribute 
resources and manpower to the overall district 
economy." A fundamental notign in tbe urban 
industrial growth pole/growth centre paradigm (model) 
of regional development is that "in I 

economic growth starts and propagx 
This raises two important questions. 1 mc arsc cenues 
on whether the injection of capital investment into an 
urban centre will foster self-sustaiaing powth m that 
urban centre. The second question is whether once a 
growing urban area has been established, its growth 
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Backwash or 'polansation effects' set m mobon negatlve effects 
which are unfavourable to the more peripheral or economically 
backward areas. .They are cawed by the greater opportunities which 
exist in the growth centres. The effects result in the lack of 

1 expansionary momentum within the region. According to Moseley 
i 



( I 973 u, oa ckwash effects specxcally to. the tendency for tlhe 
factors ofproduction to be, om the periphery to thewatre .. .. 
the more enterprising elel f the peripheraI c o d t y  are 
anraned by the supposed oppomies for labow or entrepreneurship 
in the centre. Simtlarly, capital,and raw materials are drawn to the 
centre to he1 the latter's expanding economy. The consequence of 
this type of centripetal flow of labour, capital and raw materials and 
enterprise is to acc, inequality in development. 

3. The.l&el of urbanization in the Old nctldcl State is associated 
with the degrec ~g  act^ drawn fi : of miill 

velopme 

~~filcttlri~ 

:nt descr 
tY. 
this !!WE nents. o 4. The level of de ibed by ace is strongly 

associated with the degree of urbanization. 

5 .  Agri~ultural incomes are highest near the urbadindustrial 
centres. These five hypotheses were measured in terms of the 
following variables: (i) Manufacturing impact hypothesis; (ii) 
Distance fiom major urban industrial centres hypothesis; (iii) 

entuate I regional 

Urbanization hypotheses and ( i ~ )  Revenue from Agricultural 
products. 

The selection ofithe above independent variables for explaining 
patte welopment in old ~eddel  State doer not suggest that 
these only ones that can explain such a phenomenon. These 
are the ones that are relevant to the achievemeut of the objectn 
out in this let :en avail; 

Thepropositions of the urbadindustrial growth centre model with 
regard to the form of spatial developmental impact (spread effects) 

Irn of dt 
: are t l ~ e  

and the results of the empirical.studies on anticipated spatial impact 
on urban-industrial concentration suggest that .the urban industrial 
growth centre is the point in a region at which development may, be 
expected to be at its highest level. This means that m a region, area i the on( :s for wl lich data I have be 

- 
variations in the level of development exist and the levels of 
development achiel dl be in I 
by the response of I stimuli : 

METHODOLUGY led by a 
such set1 
.*-^^ 

nt in the 
to deve' 

region F 
lopment 

fluenced 
€?om the Two techniqut;> wt-I t; ( L L L U ~ L C L  I lecture, 

establishing a comespandence between the spatial pattern ofthe impact 
of the urban industrial concentration and the processes. The first 
technique takes periodic measures of the level of economic " 

development and prosperity and tries to relate lges to 
distancefiom an urban industrial growth cent] ~e uses 
some f o m  of multivariate statistical analysis ana seeKs ro infer 
causation ftom the analysis sather than trace causatia pirical 
observatior~. The second method focuses on the procc means 
of which the urban industrial developmental impact m a t  occur by 
an analysis of the various spatial flows or channels and the mechanisms 
of &act m a t i n g  fiom an urban industrial centres to their end 

I for t1us both air ned at 
urban industrial cenl I ~h 

From the propc ~aradigr : model 
regardit~g the patte u~uan industrial spatial impact, 
several testable hy s can bl following five 
hypotheses, which 2 ant to th ,s of this lecture 
have been formulat~~.  
1 .  In a rural region. there exid! , surface, arising 

fiom a set of forces of econo t and prosperity. 
This development surface initially is fuw Mfluenced bv the 
manufacturing industry. 

n centre .. . 
pothese 2 derive 

e main c 
d. The 
bjective 

: observa 
re. This 

, 
ire relev; 
,A. 

s a deve 
mic dew .. .. . . 

2. The level of economic development and prosp~lny uswnoea 
by this surface is inverselyrelated to the distance,fiom a major 
urban 'industrial centre. This means that the higher the level of 
development attained by an area, the nearer such an;wea is to 
an mdustriaYwban centre. 

- 
product. My work is actually the first to combine both techniques m 
a single study area - a probedore which has been advocated in order 
to establish a consistencv between pattern and process. # 

opted fit The procedures ad r testing the hypotheses postdated above 
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The analysis of data began by first determining the overd streng 
and direction of relationship among the eleven brs m the 19 
Local Government Areas. This was conducted bq bf correlation 
analysis. The conrelation matrix (Table 2) of tt: vambfes gives a 
good indication of the associations among the pairs of mput variables 
of economic developmat and ptosperity in vario~s~parts of Bendel 
State. 

Tnhle.3: Loading on the Two Kerared Comporterrt.~' - 

topulation ( 

Variable 
Number 

I .  1 2 
1 

X 1 :hange 196 0.88 

A I -  

- 
I ,, .-,, X ' I-crccr~iagr pupu~arlun in retail trz 

- - - 
X Percentage of working 

and primary activity 1' - - - I 
X Number of banks ner 5u,uuu popularion I r I i I - - 

Primary Scl 0.80 
population 
Number of te~epnone per I uuu population 1 ! -.. - 0.59 

7 Sumber of 1000 population 1975 0.52 

8 Local Gove venue per caput 1977 

.,9. Road densit, ... ,,,,ie kilometre 1975 0.66 

; populatio 
377 

X10 

XI 1 

Principal co ts analysis to the correlation matrix extracted 
hxrn +portant ~ ~ ~ , , z n t s .  One problem confronting a r e s e d e r  in 

,a1 component analysis is deciding how many components 
.ed from the variable matrix should be considered. This was 

decided by adopting Kaiser's suggestions that the number of 
components should be equal to. the number of eigen values greater 
than one (Harman, 1960, p. 363; King, 1969, p. 174). The two 

than one. 

hool enralr 
1977 . . 

Average population per traditional periodic 
market 1977 

nent as per 

. A * *  

0.62 

extract . .. 
motor per I 

Number of Doctors per 1000 population 1977 1 0.70 

Eigenvalue 6.55 ' 

Percentage of total variancei.rproduced 33.00 
Loading between 0.40 and - .50 are omitted! 

rnment Re, 

nn,. C",,,,. 

..:.-I 
) 

- 

compo nents ex 

~ther prc 
. . 

had eige nvalues of more 

1tput of principal component 
analysis is interpreting and labelling the components. It has been 
suggested that components should be named after the variables with 
high loadings in the same direction. Loadings of + 4 were not 
interpreted (Ta 

analysin 
~.~ 

ble 3). 

4TJON INTERPRET; 

The first component, accounting for 83 %'oftotal variance provided 
particular interest. Lfwe consider as high loadings, those m excess of 
0.4, it is clear that the first component loads highly on variables of 
prosperity and also on measures' of entrepreneurship and indices of 
purchasing ability (Banks,' marketing and retail). This is clearly an 1 
index of development, since it indicates both material prosperity, 
increasing population and ability to consume. The percentage 
population in retail trade and trahsport, banking f$cilities and marketing 1 , 
(variables reflecting entqreneunhip and ability to consume) are highly 1 
loaded m this compcment. weinand (1973) has' suggested that in such ~ 
a situation such a compohent may indicate the existence of growth 

Although seven variables load highly on component 2. the 
component accounts for only 17% of the variance. Highly loaded 011 
this component are such variables as primary school enrolment. road 
density and telephones. This is the infrastructure component. 

The p e r f o m c e  of each ofthe local government areas with regard 
,io-econon to the two clusters (components) of sor. ators was 

identified through their scores on the two compo~ I order to 

obtain an overall pattern of the development in the state, the scores 

aic indic 
nents. Ir 

- .  . . 

poles. 



of each local govement  area on component one were employed in 
grouping them The grouping produced four types of local government 
areas which are at different stages of development (component one, 
Figure 3) and inh.astructural provision (component two, Fig. 4). In 
the development component, three local government areas (Oredo, 
Okpe and Warri) record the xgliest scoring and therefore represent 
Bendel State's most developed region in terms ofthe indicators used 
in this study. A visual impression conveyed by Fig. 3 is that the most 
developed areas lie on the Benin-Sapele-Warri axis, which in turn. is 
situated on the No~th (Western &Western strip ofthe State. 
These most developed local gc nt areas also have the major 
urban industrial centres This axis of the most developed areas 
represents the core of tl ate spacc ~ y ,  according 
to Friedmann criteria overnm IS with the 
reasonable level of developmenr represent the upward transitional 
areas. The Local Go\,etntnent areas in the North, North-Eastern and 
South-Eastern parts ofthe Old State record very low scoring in terms 
of component one and therefore represent the less developed and 
backward areas They depict the underdweloped periphery according 
to Weinard criteria 

CORRELATION MATRIX 

Table 4 shows the correlation matrix between factor score 1 
(Variable X4) which is the development factor and other explmatory 
variables. 'Ibere are some interesting relationships in the table which 
are relevant to the validation of some of our hypotheses. 

Firstly, the development factor as represented by factor score I 
(Variable X4) has very high positive correlation with urbanization 
(. 8 18) and manufacturing activity (. 830). -:- 10nfknts ,our third 
hypothesis that the level of development I d by the surface is 
associated with the level of urbanization. evelopment factor 
also has strong positive correlation with the level of manufacturing 
activity which indicates that the level of development descriied by 
the surface is associated with manufacturing activitv. 
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high net ns 
w ajul muusulal centres of Benin C~ty, warri 
and Sapele. This c o h  our second hypothesis that the level of 
development represented by the development surface is inversely 
related to the distance fiom a major urban indusnial development 
centre. TI (at development is sensitive to distance implies that 
developmr ead effects fiom urban industrial developmetlt were 
operating I J U L  roar the remote areas have not been favoured to tlie 
same extent as t of the urban industrial 
development. 
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nent fac 
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112 fact th 
The second element in furtherance of our objective of examining 

PI 

the development impact of urban/industrial concentration on t R  
identified spatial pattern of development. involved the following 
procedure. 

vicinity 

Components scores pertaining to the deveiopment surface were 
incorporated as a dependent variable in correlation and regression 
analysis in which some of the independent variables were the distances 
fiom the major urban industrial centres of Benin City, Wami and Sapele 
(Hpothesis 2). Attempts were made to improve the level of 

I e- vltion by including additional indeuendent variables relating to 

Turing industry, degrt on and ural 
I t .  
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The level of manufacturing activity has negative relationships wit1 
dig?nces from Benin City(-O.835), Wani (-0.271) and Sapele (-0.5 13) 
Manufacturing also haq the strongest negative relationship wit] 
distance fiom Benin City, Table 4 also indicates that revenue fion 
agricultural products has positive correlations with distances Porn 
three Urban centres but the are not strong. We cannot, 
therefore,-accept the fifth hypotheses. 

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYs IS 

In order to provide strong validity to the h ~ p o t l ~ ~ ~ i ~  ,, 
d .nd in order to  gain more understanding of the specific lactors 

accounting for regional development levels in the Old bendel stat,. 

factor score 1 (development component) was regressed on four 
eqlanatory independent variables which regional developmc - 

J suggests may influ1 ence this 
I _ .. ! 

5 pattern . These 
. . Table 4 is the strong positive correlation 

Distance fiorn B u m  major uroan mdustnal centre m the b u l r ; ~  lalid 
of Bendel State (Vai-iable L between rnanurac-g ~ndustry and urbanization (0.77%). This is 

that the 
,- 

expected and thus confjrrns our third b y  : level of 
Distance fiom Warri, a U~JU, uluarl lr~dustrial centre locatea on 

the Coast (Variables LX2). manufacturing industry is related to  .percentage of population - 
This is urbanized. consiste nt with t' ~ the r  study which 

Percentage of p~pulation ibanisea ( vanable ~x, ) 
showed tht; ~~auu~ilcturing activity was c;uuc;cuuaicu-i~ the main u r b h  

Percent; 

The 1 

e above 
: . . 

analysis , shows t 
. .  . centres (Ig hat the economic dustry (Variable 

development and prosperity is strongly aSSOClated with the level of - -  lour vanames aDove were incornorated 1111" blt;p\Y13e 
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Tahl- . . Correlat.ion Matrix for Jeven va 
Yi = 1 

where 

Y is the index of development (factor score 1) 

bq = intercept value 
-b4 = regression coefficients 

-x4 are independent variables suc- 

is log d 
is log d 
= percentage of population urbanized 

= percentape in manufacturing (Variable X7) 
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rri (Vari 
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LX1 3enin. City X5 - Perc population urbanized 
L ::? Narrl X6 - Rev perennial agricultural 
L '  : ulsrance rrom dapele proauns 
X4 - Factor Score one - development X7 - Percentage of population employed In 

factor manutadurlng induatry. 

:entage of 1 
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I G = error term 

The computer programme used for analysis is the statistical 



package for the social sciences. The programme hmputes a sequence 
of multiple hea r  regression equation in a stepwise p e. 

resulting in the general economic development and social welfare of 
the areas iu relation to rural areas. Since the most deveiopeii surrace 
in Bendel State (Figure 2) is associated with manufactuhg activity 
and urbanization, it may, therefore, be m y  regarded as the core 
region of Bendel State. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS FROM T.HE 
REGRESSION OF x4 & L X ~ ,  LX2;X5 & X7 

The results of the multiple regression analysis applied to the maex 
of development as represented by factor score 1 (Variable X4) is 
summarised in Table 5. Attention is focused on the level ofexplaaiation 
provided by the four independent variables. This level of' explanation 
is based on R2. R2 is the coefficient of dermination. This measures 
the amount ofvariation in the dependent variable statistically explained. 
The standard error in the estimate i 1, anti this shows 
the accuracy of the regression. 

c- - Regression of Index of Dev=ldpment lYariabIe 3 
Independent Variables - 

~noepenaent Coefficient 
Variables b 

X7 - Percentage 0.2 
population in 
manufactur'lng 
industry 
W1 - Distance 0.268828 I I ~ . 4  

from Benin City - 
LX2 - Dlstance -0. I 
from Warri - 
X5 -Percentage I . ., 
of Populal 
urbanized 11 328958 - 

.S also cc 

. .  . ~ - . ~ -  ~~ ~~~ Table 3 shows that 84% ofthe vanauon m me ~evei of ctevelopment 
is explained by the four variables. From Table 3, the percentage of 
population employed in manufacturing is the most important variable, 
as can be judged fiom the "t'? value and the contribution to variation 
in the dependent variable explained. It explained 69% ofthe variation. 
Distance fiom Benin City and Warri and the urbanization variables 
did not prove important in explaining the variation in the dependent 
variable. This is evident fiom their "t'? values and their pt?rcentage 
contribution to the level of explanation in the dependent variable. 
Their "t" values are not sigmficant at the 5% 

* Significant at 5% 
** Significant at 10% 

***Significant at 15%- 

+Based on R2 (coefficient of Determination) 6' level. 
- 1  The results of our an'alysis show that hypotheses 1-4 nave Deen 

validated. An important fiading in the above-hyj is the fact 
that the level of development surface varies fior ajor urban 
centres indicating that the spread effects are o h  felt Whm the vicinity 
of the urban industrial centres. The analyj sts, therefore, that 
the proximity of a major urban/industrial m important factor 
causing spatial differentials in economic development and prosperity 
within rural areas and that the-spread effects do not affect areas distant 
to the major urban industrial centre. We have therefore inferred 
causation &om the statistical analysis. 

This analysis firmly confirms our first nypothesis that the 
development surface in Bendel state is highly influenced by the level 
of manufacturing activity. The explanation for the inrportance of 
employment m manufacturing industry and the level of urbanization 
is as follows. Employment opportunities exist in urban areas because 
there is a concentration of manufacturing qnd servisl: mdustries, 
education facilities and government agencies. Along with these are 
the provisions of infrastructural facilities in urban areas. .As more 
industries locate in urban areas, additional idiastructural ficilitieswill 
be provided and greater employment opportunities are created, 

jothesis 
n the m . - .  

d 

i s  sugge 
core is a 
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ANALYSIS OF PROCESSES (CHANNELS AND 
MECF~ANI IF IMPACT 

'The first me used in highlighting spatial pamms of the 
development impact (spread efFkct~) ofurban industrial ooncentretions 
is basically descriptive, invohring the drawing of inference fiom 
statistical analysis. 

uarninatic 
State is 

industria 
1 of quil 

effects 
ferent 

Further e: 3n ofthe efficacy ofurban 1 sp read 1 

of Bendel , carried out by means te a dif 
methodology. Here we propose to examine the processeg (channels 
and mechanisms) by wllich urbal'l industrial concentration influences 
regional development levels identified earlier. This is accomplished 
by an empifical consideration of the range of spread effects emanating 
fi-om urban industrial concentration. In this way, it is hoped. to identlfL 
the channels of impact and the particular indicators of ?nr*gJ 

mechanisms and hence highl~gllt the processes by which tlie re 
development levels in the Old Bendel State occur. 

The application ofthe descriptive method used earlier in this lecture 
and the process approach adopted h this section produce an integrated 
process-response. modelk which au understanding ofboth  he process 
and form of spatial developmental impact by urban industrial 
concentration on rural regions is gained by their successive 
examination. 

The data on which this analysis i! derived wholly fYom a 
comprehensive industrial questib&aire survey. The main aim of the 
survey was to collect the, relevant informati& relating to channels 
and mechanisms of spread effect emanating fiom urban industrial 
development. The survey focussed on (i) impact via labow movement 
and labour recruitment; (ii) impact via in- linkage; and (iii) iqact  
via the personal expenditure of industrial workers. In addition to a 
management survey, is also a there wz 

s based 

workers 

ANALYSIS O F  SPREAD-BACKWASH 
EMANATING FROM 

EFFEcI dl 
U R B A N / I N D U S T R [ A ~  

DEVELOPMENT: EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

ackwash 
: can no1 

Various spread and b - I mechanisms have been identified; 
earlier in this lecture. Wc w empirj amine each in turti. ically exr 

.-...- A E 

lployme~ 
what e 
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--T - - -  

nt create 
xt ent so 

(a) Migration - C o m h u r ~ u ~  - Employrut:ur dxpansion: 
I 

I 

It has been observed that the creation ofindustrial employment, 
particularly in the aommuthg m e ,  constitutes an imoortant spread) 
mechanism. We analysed the industrial en d by urban I 

industrial development to ascertainto )me of ~hisi 
employment originated withid or beyond UIFi bVLLULLUCll15 hinterland. 
In the industrial survey, the industrialists were asked to indicate their 1 
employment sizes between 1976 and 198 1 (5 year interval). The results 1 

showed that between 1976 and 1981, manufacturing industries in the I 
three major urban centres recorded some employment expansion A 
high proportion of the industrial workers originated beyond the 1 
commuting zones ofthe urbanlindustrial centres. The analysis showed 1 
a high level of inter-regional and intra-regional migration, with most I 
ofmigrants originating fi-om the rural backward regioEs ofthe States. 
The pattern of inter-regional and intra-regional migration from the 1 
poor and backward rural regions to the urban industrial centres in the 1 
Old Bendel State can be interpreted as having backwash effect I 

I 

This argument is also supported by the fact that although the urban I 
industrial centres had absorbed a group of unemployed persons fiom 1 
the periphery, yet most of the absorbed workers were reasonably 1 
educated and skilled. Thus the recruitment and movement of labour 1 
hawe not produced a spread effect but have rather created a backwash 1 
a@& aud thereby fkther widening the dis between rn 1 
id..9trinl centres and the rural periphery. 

hdustrial Linkage 

# bas been indicated e this pap1 :Is 1 
of urban-indust@ spread effects is through inter- 1 

the urbi 

er that o 



1 nrw materials.  his suggedstbatthebeneficial effects of such sources 
would ned to the urban centres. 

industry linkage. ne linkages. between the urban centres firms and 
firms in the ,Surrounding hinterland thus provide channels for the 
creation ofindirect eqloyment impact. In this section, it is proposed 
to assess the impact offie major urban centre iirms in terms ofposslile 
indirect employmen 1 th;ough'linkages with other firms m the 
surrounding areas. source of linkages considered are:- 

Afi  alysis showed that firms m urban centres obtained 
raw matmals from the immediate vicinity of the urban centres in which 
they are located. For example, the sawmilling and rubber industries 
located m Benin bought their raw materials fiom Benin and its environs 
(within 30 kilo1 f the urban centre). Simi mts in Sapele 
obtained their I ; fioni Sapele and its imn urroundings. 
Most of the mineral mdustries in Warri received theK raw materials 
fiom Wam and its immehate surroundings. This is consistent with 
the findings of a stiidy on industrial location theories which indicated 
that accessibility'ta raw materials was one of the factors influencing 
the location of manufacturing industry in the urban centres in the Old 
Bendel State (Ighalo, 1987). 
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These spreau enects mechanisms were exameu by an empirical 
corn spatial flows between the urban industrial centres 
and rowth space. The industrial questionnaire from 
which the data for this analysis was based had aimed to quantify the 
flows in financial terms but most ofthe industrialists were reluctant to 
give financial estimates of their materials. This analysis, therefore, 
does not include any financial quantification of raw materiallinputs. 
71us is not a serious sho~tcoming since the main aim of the survey 
was to identlfjl the existence of sources (areas) of raw materials and 
then speculate on the nlultiplier effect. 

(sideratit 
I the ext 

The above findings, therefore, suggest that the indirect employment 
impact produced by the purchasing of raw materials by major urban 
centres firms has been channellec nain urban centres t h e m  
and their immediate surroundi . The peripheral rural r 
remain largely unaffected. 

i tother 
~g areas 

o Subco acting 7 ntractor 

(I) Main Sources Of Raw Materials//nput.(By Volume) es of the 
:hanism 
. . 

The purchas : services of subcontracting iirm is similar, as a 
channel or mec of impact to the purchase of raw materials. 
Subcontracting m the inbustrial questionnaire refers to industrial 
services or facilities provided 1 ~r establishments : the 
firm. Firms were asked wheth~ ~ u t  out work to tors. 

1 Of the 11 1 k s  inten--.-,--' -rv (36%) of the fums put out 

'I work to subcontractor2 irms were then asked to indicate the 
location of the subcont The subcontractors were to located 
within 30 kilometres oft :ntres where tlie firms offering 

the contracts are locate 

In the industrial survey, firms were asked to indicate the mam source 
of their raw materials at the time of survey and five years earlier. The 
returns showed the areas important as main'source of raw materialsf 
inputs in this period. The returns showed that in 1976,57.7% ofthe 
firms surveyed obtained their main raw materials fiom theold Bendel 
State. By 1981, 68% were drawing their materials fiom within the 
state. This indicates that Old Bendel State had'increasedm importance 
as a source of raw materials. 
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The results also clearly showed that tht WGG VG~~LIGS "1 

Benin City, Warn and Sapele continued to be important sources of The analysis showed v a y  U L L ~ G  ~1~1-t i rban subcontractmg 
the urban centre firms and rural areas. On the whole, the inter-firm 



workers, remittances and 0 t h ~  capital flows emanating fipm urban 
indu'&ial workers. subcmtractmg had been co&ed to the urban centres. The.multiplier 

effect of this will, therefore, be restricted to the major urban centres. 
subcontracthg hadnot functioned as a 'spread e f f i '  mechanism PURCHASE OF LOCAL FOODSTUFFS BY URBAN 

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS 
(iii) Decent anch Plants 

In the industrial workers' q asked 
to indicate the urban centres where they normally bought their major 
food items. 87.4% of the industrial workers interviewed bought their 
food regularly from the major urban centres where they worked. 
Similarly, 8 5 0/( their durable goods fiom the 
major urban cc 

rs were ; 
The decentramtr,,,, ,, .,,an& plants is generally regarde~ a- a 

mechanism of spread effect. The analysis showed that the those parent 
firms which had established branch plants in the Old Bendel &ate 
located such plants within or near the-urban centres in which tke parent 
firms were located. No branch plant had been located m the peripheral 
areas of the state. No inter-urban decentralisation of branch plants 
had in fact taken plac 

o i  the . 
:ntyes. 

workers bought 

lm the analysis of the purchase of food and durable goods, it is 
hat the expenaiture of personal income of the workers had been 

veuGucial mainly to the urban centres. It is, therefore, reasonable to 
y extra activity or employment generated by the 
ill be confined mainly to the urban centres. 
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Another mechanism by which firms generate mdirect employment 
is though marketing linkages. Marketing linkages are the ties which 
an enterprise has with other firmsthat aid in the selling and distribution 
of goods (for example, packers, wholesalers, agents and transportation 
concerns). An increase m production in these enterprises may induce 
expansion in market linked k n s ,  with a resultant multiplier effect in 
employment. The analysis showed that it is with the major urban 
centres that marketing links had been forged by firms in those centres. 
Although marketing agents were used by fir;n urban centres, 
these agentswere however, located in the urban centres. In conclusion, 
markt ; not bee 
effect e urban 

REMITTANCES AND OTHE 
EMANATING FROM WORKERS 

In t 
wheth 

uestionn 
cash a 

he industrial workers' q laire, the workers were asked 
er they regularly sent nd other gifts home. The 

questionnaire revealed that about 89% of the workers in the urban 
centres did remit money and non-cash gifts home. Although there has 
been almost total participation in this ~ract ice of remitting money to 
relations left in the rural areas, :panties in the figures 
'quoted and the income ofthe w : doubt on this practice 
making any impact in the rural areas. m aaamon, with the increasing 
high expeeSditure on food and other items, the proportion of eamings 
with which the workers could part was hardly enough to make any 
impact 
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THE n o w  OF EXPEND] 
GENERATED BY URBAN 

OF PERSONAL INC( 
TrY 

DME 

It has been indicated earlier that the expenditure ofpersonal mcome 
generated by urban industrial activity constitutes a mechanism by which 
urban industrial development might be expected to generate induced 
impact in the surrounding areas. The instruments by which this might 
be effected incl~de the purchase of local foodstuffs by urban industrial 

0th es of cal i s  ernantlil~~g 1 1  UIII LIIC ul'ban industrial 
workers t o  the rural areas included loans, buildings and other 
dwelopment projects, The incidence ofthese practices was very low. 

~ital  flov 



Only 4.3% of the workers lent money to people in the rural areas. 
Only 10.8% of the workers were engaged in d y  perst :lopment 
projects. 

y develc 
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Other sources of capital flows into the rural areas included the 
urban workers7 participation i~ community development projects in 
the rural awac q e  workers were asked if they participated in any 
communit Ipment pro-jects. About 70% of the ir I 
workers c subscribe cash and non-cash contrib I 

community aevelopment projects back home. Again the amount of 
contributions quoted by the workers appeared to hl 

thus making it difficult to estimate its spatial impacr 
we been 

ndustrial 
ution to 
--..-A - 1  

Although with the rather spulious information on remittances and 
other capital flows, it is difficult to draw conclusions as to their efficacy 
as a spread mechanism, neve~theless it is reasonable to posit that the 
high cost of living in the urban centres suggests that only a.smal1 
proportion of the income of the workers could be remitted or spent 
on community development projects in their rural areas. The impact 
of this is likely to be low. The foregoing analysis on the flow of the 
personal expenditure of the industrial workers suggest that its impad 
appears to be confiued to the urban centres. 

From the foregoing analvsis. the following ~onclusions can be 
dr; 3m. 

I The I develour oban ind s produc :ed intra- (a) nent of u 
regional migration in the Old Bendel State. This migration 
originated beyond the co&uting hinterland ofthe urban centres. 
The migrants were. to  a large extent, attracted bv the 

t oppor in the manufacturing 
develop] irban industrial activity ha 

increaseu employmt;~~ ~pportunities, the recruitmeu~ auu 
movl has produced b, 
effec 

(b) Regarding the regional impact of ind nkage, it is clear 
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F labour from mi ral arels ackwash 

that additiona! industrial activity has been created in the 
Bendel State by the purchasing of raw materials, within the staje 
and by the use of local contractors.but the impact haid 
been co&ed to  the main urban centres. The few branch plants 
that have been established were either confined to the u r b ~  
centres or set up outside the State. The rural areas have been 
-maffected. Marketing linkages also appeared to have been 
jenefidial only to the urban centres. I 

The flows of expenditure of workers haa also oeen 
favourab ,entres o I le  to the 

)m the fc 

: urban c 

iregoing . .  . 
nly. 
that sprl =ad effec . IC .. ; clear ,fit analysis ~t ink 

&Om fnanufactunng activlty have not hct ronea  elrecrlvely ~u lnakle 
any substantial contribution to rural development. Thus the direct, 
indirect and induced employment effect that are likely to have beep 
created have been channelled to the major urban centres. Many 9f 
the "spread effects" do not operate and those that operate have limited 
spatial range confined to the vicinity of the urban centres The 
processes are, therefore, consistent with our findings in the firk 
technique adopted which show that the level of development had iis 
peak at the urban centres and varied inversely'with- distances f iob  
major urban centres of Benin City, Wani and Sapele. The failure df 
the urban industrial concentration to generate and transmit spreap 
effects in this empiiical study is consistent with similar findings qf 
studies in other palts of the world (Gilbert. 1975. Mosley. 1973 . 
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1 1973b). The notion that urban/uidustlial growth ceutre would induc 
development sl fore 

not a realistic 1 an illusion. 
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s necessary a t  this juncture to provide some explanations folr 
tpplicability of the urban industrial paradigm of developmetlt.~ 

mmy extensive study (Ighalo, 1986, 1989 and 1992) the failurb I 
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are strong, &parities in development which coincide with these e th ic  ' 
Werencis will sate against political and national stability, as Brewis 
(1965) has observed in his study of mcome disparities m Canada. 
Kuznets (1 955, p. 26) stressed the same problem when he raised the 
question whether under-developed societies can "withstand-the strain 
luhich further widening of income inequality is likely to generate'? 

Centres will spread develol~mellt to 1llr S ~ ~ . , u u n d i ~ , g  pe . jp~ery  must 
be reappraised in the light ofthe i-esultallt distance decay effect Urban 
based induaria] and investnient nrategies will therefore inevitably lead 
to an intensified pattern of 11 n developmental inequality is 

; essential for planners tl le the efficiency of urban based 
lstrial and other investments against the ineauality which they 
duce. 

dternatii -. 
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The find his studj ve political i m p l i c a t i ~  for other 
..,,tes in NlgGrra a d  perhaps other developmg oountries where P vc ~ y a ~ l a  

development is concentrated in urban centres - a more aspersed, spec&cally 

on created by colonial heritage and accentuated by policies centres and hence promotin 
vl I lpV, .dbstitution and export promotion. If economic development social services. 

1 prosperity, asr with UI lustrial ( ation is 
ral areas 

RE( 
 fined to the ~ r b i  :s and th ities, wh 

remaining 1 naftected as evideacea m this stuay, men such a 'hese rmmmendations apply not only to Edo and Delta States 
I 

the social and political unity of Nigeria and other 0 0 t h ~  States irr Nigeria and in fact other Developing Corntries 
I I 

situation th 
developing cil.~Liizs There is therefore the need to reduce this .urbanfindustrial concentration and backward rural hinterland. I 
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OTHER IMPL~G.?"IONS OF FINDINGS I firmly belleve that the regional policies for Edo and Delta States 
&ould be geared towards the encouragement of overall growth while 

It was found in this study that economic development and prosperity ensuring at the same time a redistribution ofwelfare so as to reduce 
(associated with urban industrial developmc d to the regional inequality m development. Policies should be based oa the 
urban centres and their vicinities and tbat urba ntration level of  development of the different areas m'the states. It is of course. 
did not automatically induce rural and regional develo~ment and cannot A;ffirult to view the'basic needs of eadh recrion in isoln4- I 
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do so without direct government efforts. It \ ~licies tc e the ne 
effects emanating fiom urbanlindustrial ceni 
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:refore infer from this that there is something inherently wrong with ~eet effec 
me aspects of the urbanlindustrial paradigm of development. The ons sim~ 
~del  is not an appropriate instrument of spatial policy in developing 
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The wnter believes that investmet strategies whtch are nasecl 
on the assumption that capital invested in urbmindustrid growtl~ 

The policies should be based 01 

The Characteristics of the areas 

Policies should 1 on the be basec resources of the different areas 



agro-Procesdng and agro-supplying itxhm-ks and a range ofsenice) 
activities. The finctions of the district would be fimded byl 
keeping locd'savings, the transfer of capital fiom primate civl 
to rural areas and the alterdtions in the terms of trade to thel  
benefit of the agricuitural sector. 

m -we Stales 

2. The need to the cur ah/iudu& hdigm of 
development research clearly revr;alr re at developmeor policies 
(predominantly of the urban/industrial para we not bee11 able 
to improve the living levels & the b a c h  s. There is need 
therefore to devise alternative measures. There IS need for spatial 
dispersion of investment with its thrust on the promotion of 
development fiom Below:' by mjectmg capital investnlent direct mto 
the backward rural areas. The guiding element is that the development 
ofthe territorial units should be primaxily based on the M mobilisation 
of their natural, human and institutional 'resources: The following 
should be the components of development strategies fiom '%elow", 
and a policy of dispersal of invkstment to mitigate regional imbalance. 

trial parr rent urb; 
..-..I,.. +I,. 

dip) hl 
ard area! 
- The-faain difference :between the agro-politari and the urban ~ 

.pow& centre is that the former is designed to resist urbanisation, I 
whereas the latter is ideally incorporated within a national urban 1 
policy. I 
This idea ss relevance to Nigeria. The - i I 
concept WVWU ut: sulraole ror me policy of spatial dimersion of 1 
ecoaomic ac td ies  which has been advoca ,e. 1 

(iv) An appropriate technology should be intr ote 
labour intensive activities in rural areas. 
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(i ,vision ofbroad access to land and other tenitohlly available 
ural resources. To this effect, the Ladd Use ~ e i r e e  could 

,, overhauled to remove the bottlenecks at speedy land 
availability and security of tl 
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@ii) ,Grants &c should 1 
safisfactioh VA u a s ~  UGGUS ul me rural dwe: 

ded for the (iii) Some level of self determination should be granted to t h e  
neripberal areas to prbmote diversified peripheral d e v e l o p n ~ ~  

is is wbere the Agro Politan Concept becomes relevant The 
lccpt is attributed to Friedmann and Weaver. ( 1 979) Thesa 

writers ohserve that.growth centres i~nplv an urban industr 171 

strategy an1 1 suggest that aspects of u r b a ~ i ~ s ~ i ~  sho~lld b 
mjected intc eas th~ough a "cities-ill-the-held\'. app ~oacl 

lure involvesthe establishment of a spatial unit larger 
llages designated a s  the ' itan district" The 

district provides services, off-farm iment and is self- 
governing It would have an r\.erage of population density of 
200 persons pet square kilometre: incldr a core t o m  of 10,000 
- 25.000 with a commuting radius of 5- 10 kilometres. A large 
proportion of the workforce would he agricultural, but there 
would be some small-scale light industry, 
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fioesion of inputs and services for other local industries 
(includkg subcontr actkg) 
Suitable brmch plants to industries in the major urban ckntres 
could be established. 

4. An Integrated Rural  Development Approach For 
Edo And Delta States 

The implementation of lural d w e l o ~ m a t  P r o g r a m s  would 
require the dqloment of skilled personnel, fhance and rnatnial 
resources &om various agencies of gove-ent. ~ b i s  suggests the 
need for a properly coordinated and coqrehensive approach to the 
formulation and implementation of plans for rural development 
projects. It is suggested that a strategic master plan on rural 
de the Stat velopn nent be f 

changes . . 

ormula tc 

in the ci 

ed by all 

lrreqt ru 

:es of thc : countl~ 

nic base important component part of the rural industrialisation and 
development policy in Nigeria is the idea of integrated rural 
develooment. The idea of integrated rural development stems %om _ _ _ _  .' 

ral socic ia 
are to De created by tntegrated rural developmenr planning, the inertia 
which is : of the spatial patterns in the rural areas has to be 
overcomc requires ab evolution of new and different spatial 
an-atigem s of settl 

If the 
1 

a featurc 
2. This the nece&ity to integrate sectoral policies and programrqes eaabhshed 

by several agencies7' focussed on the solution of the broad problems 
ofrural development: Thrs embraces fashioning a policy or programme 
not only to the special requirements of target groups but also taking 
mto accaunt other policies or programmes which aim to extend to the . . 

lents and 

icies To 

l pattein; 

Integra 5. Pol ~ t e  The Nigeria lconon 
A principal regional planning problem in Nigeria is devising ways 

of linking the more and fairly well developed areas with the less 
developed and backward areas. This issue involves how to forge 
economic linkages within each State. 

- 

same target groups ( H O ~ ~ ,  1978). The concept aims also to provlde 
wider opportunities for a larger proportion of the population. This 
means that the concept goes beyond individual projects imd thus 
requires policies capable of reducing the disp&Y in developmmt 

3 self-reliance in rural 
The findings in my research in the LU DGUUCI alate suggest 

that the less developed and backward areas remain isolated le 
more developed areas. This! is evidenced by the absence of r- 

bekc 
areas 

een urba m and n nal area 1s and p: 

any inta 
--2 LL industry linkages between the. urban industrial firms anu me 

surrounding periphery and the focus of transportation net n 
the three major urban centres of Benin City, Warri and Sa d 
the resulting weak links between these urban areas and rural areas. It 
is mainly in this context that Friedman (1966), observes that the 
problem in the developing countries is one oflack of spatial integratioh. 

Integrated rural development can therefore oe defined as a 
consciously formulated, systematic, multi- sect oral programme aimed 
at achieving the integration of the people in the rural areas in the 
mainstream of income groups in a co-mtry It rests on the premise 
that economic and social progress are mutually reinforcing, requiring 
all the natural technical. economic,' social and institutional links and 
their changes to be taken into account and that thtbey should be combined 
in a manner that is likely to promote general well-being and mtegation. 
The foregoing discussion suggests that all the development strategies 
concerning human a d  physical resource planning, industrialisation, 
agriculture, economic infrastructure social services and social 
development constitute inputs into the process of huegrated d 

works o 
~pele, an 

omote th 
Edo anc 

l integral 
n .  .. . 

le spatial ion of the economy m Old 
d Delta states will involve the following:- 

res to pn 
ate now 

( i )  the creation of an int&regionaf.and 
transportation and comnnmications; 

(ii) the planning of transportation networms to of& the greatest 
access of ml population to growth poms as well as poinfa development. 



villages in moa ofthe state) provide a p-cot md - d o ~  
settlement pattern. @e the region; 

@ --ring of the current settlement and the 
promotim of a we&a~ticuhtted system which caters for small 
and r mediatt d market 
cenb 

Tbe above shortcoming.6ssociated the traditiond - 
development strategy huther stresses the need for integracd 

I arrangement. If the changes in the currerit rural .m~io-economic bast 
of Edo and Delta States are to be promoted by integrated rural 
development planning, the slow development which is a feature of 
the existing spatial pattern inthe rural areas has to be tackled. There 
is therefore the need to reorganise the current patterns of rural 
settlement (comprising of scattered villages). It has been suggested 
that some of the ways of doing this are through village regrouping 
and through the creation of central market towns m specific parts of 
the rural landscape (Onokerhoraye, 1980; Onibokun, 1981; Gana, 
I 978). The current settlement patterns and sizes in nual areasmake it 
dif£icult and uneconomical for gc a t  to provide all settlements 
with basic infiast~uctural faciliti ed, the Federal government 
recognised this problem by o b s e m g  tni 

mice an size (inte :) centre 

'some writers have suggested the use of central place theory as a 
-&for choosing which towns to promote to urban status and 
to be the rebipient of services and Sastructure. In Edo and Delta 

' States, it is sugge of the headquar 
government areas ded to the statu! 
centres. ThR government can men provide positive incentives to steel 
industries (particul@.small-scale industries) to these areas Thesc 
will provide employment and intercept potential migrants to the rnajo~ 
urf xes. The markd ;, it is hoped, should receive thc 
im 'major and me& centres and in turn transmit these 
impacts to the nual d.Fielle _ 

ters of 1 

; of med 
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lium- size 
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A component part of the restructuring of the settlement system i~ 
order to f i c ih t e  the even spread of development is the rural integratec 
de ning. In virtually all development plans so far 
exc ld Delta states the focus of rural development has 
been on me agricultural production. This of course does not suggest 
that no consideratie to the need for institutional changt 
in h d  tenure, l a n d  ral education and a range of othe~ 
institutional elements reutea to ule nual areas. These aspects havr 
been distinctively linked with the effort to expand agricultura 
production. One main effect of this' traditional rural developmen1 
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SCI ae or les 
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'There i ral obstacles~in tl 
development m this country. ThtDG muluuc; U c ;  small 
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,-I1 
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a t  plan 
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size of I 
they are ..- . 

nany rural communities and' their locatior 
often scattered and inaccessible, making 

-cult to suu~ly them with basic infrastructure an11 

social a1 " (Federal Republic of N 
32 1). 
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f village Regrouping o 2 g Y  

for rural devdopmem, parncularry or overcommg the constraints to 
development caused by the small sizes and scattered nature of nual 
settlements in Nigeria. Thus in the ~ d d  and Delta States, the regrouping 
of scatteied villages will result in the cieation of settlements that will 
be large enough to justifjl the provision of infrastructural and other 
facilities. However, I feel that the regrouping of villages for wd 
development should be supported by the people themselves. This 
support can be gamed by policy makers having dialogues with the 

s has thc 
.- . gested a been sug; 

m the sl 
md ofta 

:ates has 
1 unrelat 

8 been th 
:ed inves 

notion o' 
;s ad h a  

pproach - has bee - n the .ab . . A major shortcoming of this a] 
llpatial framework for rural development. m enect, rural aevelopmenl 
lpXPnning in the States seems to have been conducted on the assumption 
tk4 the present rural settlement pattern (comprising scattered small 



'0 be an emphasis on weltme mvestments in the less dweloped md 
backward regims. in addition to devising measures to mdue i,-,dusrries 
to move to these areas, the government could locate welfare 
investments in the poor regions. The weIfare bestments t h m e b e s  
possess some generative effects in their attraction or private 
investment. By locating welfnre investments in the lagging areas, 
growth in these areas will be influenced, since the location of private 
investment to a high degree, follows public investment. An important 
locational barrier m the country is the lack of essential infrastructure 
(roads, water supply, electricity, etc) necessary for the location of 
industries m most areas. The effect of this is that private investmehts 
go to the few aregs where such facilities are provided. This results m 
the concentration of industrial and other activities m a few areas and 
the widening of regional inequalities. The provision of hasic 
inf?astmcture 'or welfare investments in most places will therefore 

nobility te invest 

village dweners on the bene&s to be derived f h m  the regfouping of 
their areas. In addition, market t o m s  should be established based on 
the foll&g:- 

(a) the rl qowth and sigxuficance of the i n f o w l  sector 
p d c  I small-scale tra'de, commerce and business; 

@) the relative social attraction and importance of a place 

(c) the level of transport and C( 

surrounding areas; 

(d) relative community participation in matters affecting the centre. 

The preceding issues on the restructuring of the settlement pattern 
m Edo and;Delta States are aimed at creating an integrated and effective 
regional settlement structure. Thus there will be three main levels - 
(i) the maj br urban centres (comprising Benin City, Warri and Sapele); 
(ii) the secondary tuban system, comprising the local government 
headquartefq; and (iii) p-ry urban system consisting of market 
towns. Such mtegration, it is hoped, witl,result in the organization of 
the development space which ensures the minimisation of distmces 
involved in the operation of peoples social,. economic and other 
activities and f i g  sctive distances of spread 
of development wb ly research, has distance- 
decay effect. In @her woras, me mregrarea settlement pattern should 
be evolved to enhance dev regional 
mequality in the States. 
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ment. 

Th stions highlight@ a challenge to 
gov-rs and require urgent meanmgrul ana enectwe institutional 
changes. I am suggesting th'e creation of a 111 Ministry of Urban and 
Regional Development which should take over the task of Regional 
development across the country. Count of this N lhould 
be established m all States ofthe Feder he Fedei ;try of 
Urban and Regional ~eve io~men t  shoula provrde guidemes ro States 
which should be charged with the prep md imp1 ion of 
regional plans. The States will prepar 181 devel plaa s 
(including strategic rural development plans).  his ofcourse suggests 
a chauge m the current revenue allocation to give the Stat& more 
resources to cany out this res]pansl%ility. The Federal Government 
will monitor the prepai ld implementation of regional plans. A 
group of States ,can ( 90 prepare a hroader regional plan 
depending on the problem a d  the scale of that problem . Regional 
development planning should be based on e strategic approach. The 
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' Public Investn ementat 

lopment 
6. The Signific aration ; 

*e . region . -  
Two kinds of p u b ~ ~  mvestment mape  iaenrnied for p l m g  

purposes. One relates to growth-inducing investments on such large 
scale projects as irrigation, road and port construction schemes and 
the setting up of large-scale factories, such as iron and steel factories. 
The other relates to welfare investments in public infiastructural 
facilities, such 3s schools, hospitals, water supply and electricity. 

ration an 

In Nigeria, it is c : the fir& : priority of the government oughl 



oach to i 
current spasmodic approach to regional problems such as the current 
aPPr the Niger Delta regional problems, should be discouraged. 
Instt trategc and more comprehensive. or holistic approach 
shou~a oe encouraged. I sometimes ask what the impact of a major 
Bridge con$-mcted in the Niger Delta would have in opening up the 
areas for development. The construction of such a bridge is not an 
issue that clan be conceived within a few weeks of a response to an 
unrest. It should be part of an overall strategic plan for the area and 
for the country. 
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Mr. Vice-~nanceilor, Distinguisheo fiucutllr;t;, ULI ZIU uwnalvu ww 

as this, it is perhaps necessary for me to state briefly my cantniu'tion 
to my discipline of Estate Management. 1 I perhaps one of the most 
fortunate scholars in this country because my 'discipline straddle threb 
professions - Estate Management at the Unde~graduate, Urban and 
Regional Planning at the Masters, Development Econoqnics at the 
Doctoral level. These three disciplines have provided me with strong 
analytic tools for my research'into the Urban and Regional 
Development. I can daim without sounding immodest, that 1 am 
responsible for the Innovative inclusion of Urban Economicshto the 
Estate Management discipline in this country. I used the opportunities 
of my participation in the various accreditation exercise over the years 
to convince other Universities on the need to bloaden and deepen the 
discipline of Estate Management by the inchrsion of Urban and 
Re@ lice-Chancellord am proud to say most 
Pro; :ement m almost an Nigerian Univemhies 
that oner mat course nave adopted the Ee modeL From the excellent 
rep( get fiom the employers weaare told that our graduates 
havl st understanding of the various' factors creating property 
values. 1 hey are able to write more lucid and penettating feasibility 
studies and as a result they are able to give sound advice to property 
investors. Perhaps I should mention th'at I have sqpervised eleven 
master's degrees and two Ph Ds mcludmg the current Head of Department 
of Estate Management I am currently supervlslng two Masters students 

s. Mr. 7 
:e.Mqnai 
- 1  ---.- _ .  

Apart from the contniution1 hawe made o. u n d d d i n g  of 
the basic propositions ofthe urbdmdmtri W ofdevelopment, there are other areas where I have mac ibutions which are 
relevant to Estate ~anagemeht. 

Measurement Of Industrial Diversifier rtion 

The other area where I have made important. c ~ i u t i o n  is the 
design of a methodology for measuring the mdu&al diversification 
of cities in Nigeria - (Lagos, Warri, Benin City, Sapele) using some 
form of lorenz curve. 1 have used this technique m predicting the 
economic stability of cities and this has been ofvital utility to property. 
investors (Ighalo, 1985). 

The m . * ,  
diversifi 
.-,.-..I&- . 

lent of in cation ol m be taken 
at pel~odlc intervals and fi UM LUG IGSUILS, one can prr;wr;i he'stability 
of a particular city. I introduced this technique in this cou I it 
has helped to illuminate some aspects of urban economics 

ntry, anc 
1. 

dentifyi ng Regi onal De ent Lev els 

1 have also contributed to our knowledge on devising the recnmque 
for identifjmg the regional development. levels and then designing 
regional p olicies to suit such levels (Ighalo, 1 985). 

ndustrii 

Frn 
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. . "m my research. enorts, me detalled relationshp between 
urbanization and bdustrialization has been clearly identified. 111 a 
study carried out by me (Ighalo, 1986), I found that the link between 
Industrial Development and Urbanization was, a crucial factor in, the 
process of growth in the major urban centres and this has contriiuted 
to the shaping; of the settlement pattern m the Old Bendel State of 
N igeria (I 



I Industrial 'bcation Analysis 
lo a detailed study 1 caked out on lndusl 

the major f a c t o r s . . ~ e n c k g  the location o 
in the major. urban centres as follov 

Based on these hdiogs a number of reconm*ndations were made 
regarding the use of industrial estates as a regional pol- 

ICY tool. These include the provision of fully packaged estates of different types, 
formulation of a new a?o&tion s t rume ,  thorough pre-investmeM 
analysis to avoid failure of investment and the introduction of 
supportive institutional devices such as industrial advisory services 

ientified 
industry 

vs: - 
- Labour Accessibility 

- Factory availability 
- Accessibility to raw materials 

I - Availabilitv of agglomerati~n advanta, 

' -  Acce to good transport network 

- Proxirmty to see port and accessibility to link( 

- Availability of financi :ives (gr, 

The seed bed growth f a c ; ~ ~ ,  p"utical fact 
an  ending. 

---. 
co-operatives to complement the opportunities offered by industrial 
estates. This study has to date constituted a vital input in the use of 
industrial estates in the promotion of regional development in this -- 
country. This study has been published as a book (Ighalo and Agagu, 
1993). National and international recognition of my contributions 
have been manifested in numerous invitations to conferences and 
seminar! the country. 

Lcers 

on) 
activities 

a1 incenl 
.A-- ..,.I: 

ants tax 

:ors. gov 

exenip tic 

ernment 
; both w ithin and 

-*-2L. .*: - 

. - 

l outside 
. I - The auuvt: curlinourions nave over the years cumulatively enriched 

me and 1 believe have lent immense stimulus and resourcellness to 
my teaching of Urban and Regional Economics in the Department of 
Estate Management at Obafemj Awolowo University. 

d goven 

Some 1 

nment q 

of these : fmdings constitute empirical validation of the 
proposition of industrial location 1 - theory. 

REG10 For all these I will therefore always remain indebted to this Great 
Citadel of Learning for providing me the enabling e~ivironment to 
make these contributions. 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATES AND 
IN LAGOS STA' TE 

1 conduc 
I 

I In a researcl I one of my postgraduate student! 
we examined the @act of industrial estates and regional developma 
in Lagos, m terms of generation of employment, promotion of industri 

I 
diversification and tlie creation of an environment conducive to se l  
sustaining tudy foc 1 four in estates i 
Uceja, Uul i Apapa tudy use ;st other 
extensive ana onginal survey matelldl3 ~ublished data and foun 
that Industrial Estates made tremen generatic 

of employment in the state and fos ;es amor 

firms within Estates. Further, the growth of productive employma 
led to the growth of other employment in auxiliary activities m 
without direct government hssistance. Diversification indic~ 
computed for the estates and for Lagos State as a whole in 1962 and 
1980 showed that diversification of industrial employment decreased 
in the state as a whole but created sliglitly within the estates. 

Sd 

cted wit1 Mr. Vice-Chancellor, Distinguished Scholars, students, Laales and 
Gentlemen, I thank you all for listening. 
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